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Please begin by reading Daniel 9.

Illustration: 
Most have discerned election fraud in the 2020 election.  Many have well evidenced this fact.  The
NEED  today is to bring  correction  to this problem.  Mike Lindell (the  My Pillow  guy) presented      
an “election summit” in August of this year.  During this summit, he and his team unleashed a plan
whereby our election in November, 2024 could be made much more secure.  In other words, Mike has
taken the next  CRUCIAL  step – going  FROM  knowing (discerning and evidencing) there’s been
election fraud  TO  offering  action-step  corrections  to this evil with the hope it won’t happen again. 
Last month (March) his legal team even presented their common-sense concerns & correction ideas
before the Supreme Court.  Truth-based actions matter !

Illustration applied: 
Many, today, through our Endurance Ministries’ (EMs’) ministry efforts in part, now better discern the
degree of end-time darkness in present culture.  We at EM,  1. offer biblical truths (that is, by God’s
grace, we have discernment) on this matter (citing both thematic & chronological truths)  AND,  2. cite
cultural expressions of these warnings in Scripture – i.e., evidence.  The  NEED  at this juncture is to
now communicate messages bringing  practical help  as to how folks in Christ can respond to these
dangerous evils.  In other words, we need to take  further steps  in going  FROM  knowing/discerning
the end-time Bible data and the evidencing of these very warnings (seen within culture today)  TO  the
offering of  corrective  Counsel in response to cultural evils.  We have recently taken one small step by
clearly articulating what we as USA citizens must  now  DO:  All of us must humble ourselves, pray and
turn from our wicked ways.  This means different degrees of corrective repentance as ALL of us need to
take further steps toward righteous living.  Let’s consider Daniel’s example in Daniel chapter 9.  He
includes  himself  in the many “WEs” in the chapter.  Christians  and non-Christians alike, please
prayerfully consider our  need of the hour  appeal.  ( found posted  on our “Devotional Archive Blog
Page” – DB1A: January, 2024 entry titled  America’s NEED – at  www.truthfoundations.org )   

EM has sought to bring like/similar appeal.  By God’s kind mercy and grace, we state there’s a problem 
but  then go on to offer  next-step  counsel.  Examples include  discerning false teachings  by knowing
the Word ; what’s next on the biblical  end-time  calendar ; Handout 100 – why we should  NOT  take
the mark once it’s offered (and then required), ever! ; live in strong  dissent  of the movement of the
spirit of antichrist – see our hard-copy “opposition” handout on this pertinent matter ; etc.

So, given the Bible information on this  end-of-days  concern  and  where culture is today, what else  
can  we  do to help?  It really is now up to  each of us  to personally act upon the Truth-based materials
we’ve shared the past two-and-a-half decades.  We  so  can succeed in living fruitfully in Christ today 
by heeding God’s good Counsel, some of which is highlighted  here.  (see Gal. 5 & John 15)  One
important, closing thought …  Please recall:  It is  the love of Christ Jesus  that compels us to serve as
we do.  We, again: by God’s grace, genuinely care about the eternal states of God’s special creation: 
mankind. 
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